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INDUSTRIAL CODE - EQUAL PAY 
GOOD EVENING: 
THE GOVERNMENT YESTERDAY INTRODUCED INTO PARLIAMENT A MOST 
IMPORTANT PIECE OP LEGISLATION. I REFER TO THE INDUSTRIAL CODE. 
ONE OP THE IMPORTANT MATTERS IN THE GOVERNMENT'S POLICY 
\ 
SPEECH AT THE LAST ELECTION RELATED TO EQUAL PAY FOR WOMEN. THE 
VARIOUS ORGANISATIONS WHO ARE WORKING FOR EQUAL PAY FOR WOMEN 
BELIEVE THAT THE GOVERNMENT.SHOULD PROVIDE FOR EQUAL PAY FOR THE 
•SEXES IN ALL OCCUPATIONS. THE GOVERNMENT RECOGNISES THE JUSTICE 
OF THIS APPROACH. HOWEVER, THE GOVERNMENT ALSO HAS THE 
RESPONSIBILITY TO PROMOTE INDUSTRIAL EXPANSION WITHIN THE STATE, 
AND TO TAKE CARE THAT EXPANSION PROGRAMMES ARE NOT INHIBITED BY 
ANY SUDDEN CHANGE IN THE GENERAL COSTS OF^  INDUSTRY. THEREFORE THE.. t 
\ 
GOVERNMENT FEELS THAT IT CANNOT IMPOSE ON1, INDUSTRY A SUDDEN 
INCREASE IN.COSTS TO PROVIDE EQUAL PAY FOR THE SEXES IN ALL 
OCCUPATIONS, AND THE CHANGE MUST BE A GRADUAL MOVEMENT. 
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THE NEW INDUSTRIAL CODE WILL.PROVIDE AS A FIRST STEP THE 
PHASING-IN OF EQUAL PAY OVER A PERIOD OF FIVE YEARS WHERE THE WORK 
OF MEN AND WOMEN IS DIRECTLY COMPARABLE IN THOSE OCCUPATIONS IN. 
WHICH A LARGE PROPORTION OF I/ALES ARE NORMALLY EMPLOYED. 
THE BILL DOES NOT CONTAIN ANY DIRECTIVE TO THE INDUSTRIAL 
COMMISSION AS TO THE OCCUPATIONS WHICH ARE NORMALLY PREDOMINANTLY 
FEMALE. THEREFORE, IT WILL BE OPEN TO PEOPLE AND ORGANISATIONS 
I . 
CONNECTED WITH SUCH OCCUPATIONS TO APPLY TO THE COURT, AND IT WILL 
BE IN THE .HANDS OF THE COMMISSION TO MAKE A DECISION AS IT SEES FIT. 
AS A RESULT OF THE PROVISIONS I HAVE MENTIONED, IN FIVE YEARS 
TIME WOMEN IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA WILL BE IN THE SAME POSITION AS WOMEN j 
EMPLOYED IN NEW SOUTH WALES ARE NOW. THE EXTRA COSTS INVOLVED 
HAVE NOT INHIBITED EXPANSION OF INDUSTRY IN NEW SOUTH WALES AND 
THE PHASING-IN OF THE ADDITIONAL COSTS TO SOUTH AUSTRALIAN 
'INDUSTRY OVER A FIVE YEAR PERIOD WILL NOT DETRACT FROM EXPANSION 
IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA. AFTER THE FIRST FIVE YEARS IT IS THE 
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GOVERNMENT'S INTENTION TO PHASE-IN THE ADDITIONAL PAY — 
OCCUPATIONS IN WHICH FEMALE LABOUR IS PREDOMINANTLY EMPLOYED. 
/ 
THERE AGAIN, INDUSTRY WILL BE IN A POSITION TO ABSORB GRADUALLY 
THE EXTRA COST WITHOUT ADVERSE EFFECT UPON GROWTH. 
i. 
THE GOVERNMENT WOULD HAVE LIKED TO HAVE BEEN ABLE TO GIVE 
IMMEDIATE SATISFACTION TO THE^JUST DEMANDS FOR EQUAL PAY, AND TO' 
REMEDY ALL THE UNSATISFACTORY CONDITIONS WHICH HAVE APPLIED TO 
EMPLOYEES IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA OVER A LONG PERIOD OF TIME. HOWEVER 
AFTER SUCH A LONG PERIOD OF ADMINISTRATION BY AN L.C.L. GOVERNMENT • | 
THE MATTERS DUE FOR CORRECTION HAVE BEEN SO GREAT THAT A GRADUAL 
PROGRAMME OF CORRECTION HAS BEEN NECESSARY TO ENSURE CONTINUAL 
STABILITY IN' THE ECONOMY OF THE STATE AND EXPANSION OF INDUSTRIAL 
UNDERTAKINGS TO PROVIDE FULL EMPLOYMENT FOR OUR EXPANDING WORK 
FORCE. . A 
r ' i 
ANOTHER IMPORTANT FEATURE OF THE BILL IS THE PROVISION TO 
ENABLE THE COMMISSION TO CONSIDER APPLICATIONS FOR AWARDS TO 
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PROVIDE FOR PERSONS, EMPLOYED IN AGRICULTURAL PURSUITS. OUR 
' EXISTING LEGISLATION HAS ALWAYS DENIED WORKERS ENGAGED AS 
FARMHANDS AND THE LIKE FROM HAVING. THE BENEFIT OF AN AWARD TO ' 
PROVIDE FOR RATES OF PAY AND WORKING CONDITIONS. THIS HAS BEEN A jj 
• SERIOUS INJUSTICE TO THOSE PERSONS AND THE NEW BILL, WHEN PASSED, 
WILL RECTIFY THAT SERIOUS OMISSION. 
GOOD NIGHT. 
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